Ultranarrow Second-Harmonic Resonances in Hybrid Plasmon-Fiber Cavities
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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate second-harmonic generation with ultranarrow resonances in hybrid plasmon-fiber cavities, formed by depositing single-crystalline gold nanorods onto the surface of tapered microfibers with diameters in the range of 1.7−1.8 μm. The localized surface plasmon mode of the single gold nanorod efficiently couples with a whispering gallery mode of the fiber, resulting in a very narrow hybrid plasmon-fiber resonance with a high quality factor Q of up to 250. When illuminated with a tunable 100 fs laser, a sharp SHG peak narrower than half of the spectral width of the impinging laser emerges, superimposed on a broad multiphoton photoluminescence background. The enhancement of the SHG peak of the hybrid system is typically 1000-fold when compared to that of a single gold nanorod alone. Tuning the laser over the hybrid resonance enables second-harmonic spectroscopy and yields an ultranarrow line width as small as 6.4 nm. We determine the second-harmonic signal to rise with the square of the laser power, while the multiphoton photoluminescence background rises with powers between 4 and 6, indicating a very efficient higher-order process. A coupled anharmonic oscillator model is able to describe the linear as well as second-harmonic resonances very well. Our work will open the door to the simultaneous utilization of narrow whispering gallery resonances together with high plasmonic near-field enhancement and should allow for nonlinear sensing and extremely efficient nonlinear light generation from ultrasmall volumes.
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Gaining from very high optical nonlinearities of noble metals together with significantly enhanced optical near-fields, nonlinear plasmonics has attracted a lot of attention in the past years. Experiments with femtosecond lasers and resonant plasmonic systems yielded efficient nonlinear effects such as second- and third-harmonic generation (SHG and THG),1−7 four-wave mixing,8,9 ultrafast optical switching,10,11 and multiphoton photoluminescence (MPPL)12−16 from very small volumes beyond the diffraction limit, opening the door for nonlinear photonic devices on the nanometer scale.

Until now, the power of the generated nonlinear light in nanostructures is still very weak. Several approaches have been pursued in order to promote the conversion efficiency. One prominent way is to combine other highly nonlinear materials such as semiconductors,17,18 polymers,19,20 dielectrics,21 and so forth, in which the plasmonic structures are usually resonant at the excitation wavelength. Another method is using multiresonance designs. By matching multiple resonances of the plasmonic systems with the fundamental and generated nonlinear frequencies,3,22−24 the nonlinear conversion efficiency can be boosted further. Recently, some groups have combined nanoantenna geometries and highly nonlinear materials, such as semiconductors, to achieve very efficient SHG.25,26 However, near-field enhancement using the former two methods is still limited, mainly due to large damping losses from the metallic particles.
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On the theory side, an anharmonic oscillator model has been successfully exploited to provide instructive connections between linear and nonlinear properties of a plasmonic system\(^2\) in which the linewidth \(\Delta \omega\) of the linear resonance plays a key role in nonlinear yield. Intuitively, a narrow linewidth, which indicates a higher quality factor \(Q\) of the resonance, allows for light-matter interaction over a longer time period and also implies insignificant damping channels which bring benefit to strong near-field enhancement. The anharmonic oscillator model is able to predict a nonlinear signal that is superlinearly proportional to the inverse of the resonance linewidth\(^7,28\) (e.g. for SHG, the nonlinear efficiency scales to \(1/\Delta \omega^2\) if the resonance matches the fundamental frequency), which paves exciting avenues for highly efficient nonlinear optical processes at the nanoscale.

So far, different approaches have been used to decrease the line width of plasmonic resonances. One way is to tailor the aspect ratio toward very elongated rods.\(^29\) Another way is to choose high-quality single-crystalline materials, which reduces damping by scattering at grain boundaries.\(^32\) Still, the typical linewidths of single plasmonic rod antennas are around 50 nm.

Coupled systems with dark modes in plasmonic dimers, trimers, or oligomers are capable to exhibit very sharp and narrow linewidths due to the inhibited radiative losses. In contrast to electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)-type coupling,\(^37\) in which through destructive interference the transmission is enhanced and therefore weak light-matter interaction occurs, electromagnetically induced-absorption (ELA)-type coupling enables enhanced absorption of light by constructive interference of the coupled resonances in the materials. Previous attempts\(^5,38,39\) achieved linewidths as small as several nanometers, and indeed succeeded in enhanced light-matter interaction for example in magneto-plasmonics.\(^40\)

Different from those hybrid systems where only plasmonic modes are involved, here we demonstrate plasmonic nanoantennas coupled to silica microfibers, resulting in ultra-narrow linear and nonlinear resonances. The silica fibers have been tapered to diameters below 2 \(\mu\)m and exhibit whispering gallery modes (WGMs) around their circumference. For a plasmon-fiber cavity, one of the WGMs couples efficiently to the longitudinal plasmon mode (at around 800 nm) of the adjacent gold nanoantenna that has been drop coated onto the surface of the fiber. When using side illumination with white light, an extremely narrow scattering peak [full width at half-

maximum (FWHM) of typically 3 nm, corresponding to a quality factor up to 250] on top of a broad plasmonic resonance background can be observed. This means that the whispering gallery of the tapered microfiber acts as a high-Q resonator, causing the light to interact several hundred times in a coherent fashion with the gold nanorod. Such an enhanced coherent interaction leads to orders of magnitude increase of the nonlinear emission. We indeed observed a very high SHG yield using a femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser, up to 1000 times larger than for uncoupled gold nanoparticles. In addition, giant multiphoton photoluminescence takes place. Additional SHG spectroscopy was carried out, giving rise to an ultranarrow second-harmonic resonance (FWHM width of typically 6 nm if calculated at the fundamental wavelength) which can be well interpreted by a coupled anharmonic oscillator model.

For the experiment, single-crystalline gold nanorods were synthesized using an alternative seed-mediated method by exchanging the reducing agent with an excess of hydroquinone.\(^42\) Compared with the conventional seed-mediated synthesis, high-purity nanorods with longitudinal surface plasmon resonances beyond 1000 nm could be grown. By modifying various parameters such as silver nitrate and seed concentration in the growth solution, we are able to control the aspect ratio of the gold nanorods over a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum. The in this study employed gold nanorods exhibit plasmonic resonances in aqueous solution at around 950 nm [see the ultraviolet (UV)-visible (VIS) spectrum in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information]. A representative transmission electron microscope (TEM) image (upper inset of Figure S1) displays the high uniformity and narrow distribution of the nanoparticles. Their averaged aspect ratio is approximately 5. As the other element of the coupled systems, microfibers were manufactured by tapering single-mode fibers with a homemade flame-heated pulling machine\(^45\) which enables precise tailoring of the diameter of the tapered fibers as well as their waist length. Microfibers with diameters in the range of 1.7—1.8 \(\mu\)m and a waist length of 2 cm were used to achieve the best coupling performances experimentally. The hybrid cavities were prepared by drop coating diluted gold solution onto the microfiber surface and waiting for several hours until it dried in ambient air. As an exemplary system, Figure 1a,b shows scanning electron microscopy images of a silica tapered fiber with gold nanorods placed on its surface. The gold nanorods are positioned randomly with different

Figure 1. (a,b) SEM images of a silica microfiber with gold nanorods deposited on its surface. Schematic dark-field setup for (c) light scattering and (d) second-harmonic spectroscopy from single gold nanorods on tapered fibers.
orientations, and the interparticle distance is usually large, so that strong dipole–dipole coupling between two gold nanorods does not take place.

The experimental setup for performing linear and nonlinear spectroscopy is schematically depicted in Figure 1c,d, respectively. To study the linear properties, an incoherent white-light source (Energetiq LDLS EQ-99) is utilized. The coupled systems are imaged and their scattering spectra are recorded based on a dark-field setup which includes a microscope combined with a grating spectrometer (Princeton Instruments IsoPlane 160) and a 2D CCD detector (Princeton Instruments PIXIS 256). It is worth noting that the incident angle with respect to the long axis of the fiber was chosen to be about 15 degrees in order to suppress the giant background scattering signal from the fiber surface efficiently. To investigate the nonlinear behavior of the hybrid cavities, a mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator is employed as the excitation light source (see Figure 1d). The laser delivers 100 fs optical pulses at 80 MHz repetition rate and allows wavelength tunability in the range of 760–850 nm. Due to the sensitive response of the coupled systems to the illumination configuration (see scattering spectra as a function of incident angle in detail in Figure S3), we shine the laser onto our samples at exactly the same incident angle as the white light, ascertained by a pair of diaphragms. Although we are currently not able to control the orientation of the gold nanorods on the fiber, efficient coupling between the plasmon longitudinal mode and the WGM can occur only if the gold nanorod does not lie in parallel to the fiber axis.

Therefore, we set the laser orthogonally polarized with respect to the fiber axis to excite the plasmon mode at about 800 nm. The laser is focused onto the samples via a lens with 25 mm focus length which leads to an elliptic beam spot of about 100 μm × 400 μm. An average power of about 600 mW is typically used, leading to a laser intensity of about 1.80 GW/cm² incident on our samples. This intensity is obtained experimentally to be below the damage threshold of our hybrid cavities. Comparable peak intensities of the excitation laser were used in other nonlinear emission experiments of gold nanoparticles.3,23,45 To filter out the intensely scattered fundamental light, a short-pass filter (FGB37) is added before the detector.

To demonstrate the extreme narrowing of the line width benefited from the efficient coupling between plasmon and whispering gallery modes, we compare the linear and nonlinear results from a single gold nanorod coupled to a silica tapered fiber with another uncoupled rod on a silica substrate. To ensure exactly the same experimental conditions (such as focus, illumination angle, and so forth) for both systems, we drop coat part of the gold nanorods solution right next to the microfiber onto the glass slide which held the fiber (diameter of about 1.80 μm). Figure 2a,c depicts the linear scattering spectra of the uncoupled and coupled systems, respectively. In stark contrast to the bare gold nanorod situation where scattering exhibits a FWHM of the spectrum on the order of 100 nm, the plasmon-fiber coupled configuration leads to a dramatic narrowing of the linewidth to 3.8 nm around 840 nm wavelength and simultaneously offers more than 10-fold enhancement in the peak scattering intensity. For the nonlinear characterization, the excitation laser wavelength is chosen to coincide with the spectral position where peak scattering occurs. Because of the unknown orientation of the individual gold nanorod, a half waveplate is used to adjust the state of polarization of the illumination light. By rotating the half waveplate and recording the nonlinear yield, we find the optimum irradiation condition for exciting the plasmon mode which led to maximum nonlinear light generation (see Figure 2b). The nonlinear spectrum of the isolated gold nanorod features a very weak SHG peak at about 420 nm together with a more pronounced and broader multiphoton photoluminescence background ranging from 400 nm beyond 700 nm. The SHG peak intensity on the top of the MPPL background is 0.35 counts per second, assuming incoherent superposition of SHG and MPPL spectra. In comparison, the coupled system yields much stronger nonlinear emission at the same excitation power (see Figure 2d). The sharp SHG peak possesses a FWHM width of about 3 nm and yields an SHG intensity of 360 counts per second, 3 orders of magnitude stronger than that from the isolated gold nanorod alone in Figure 2b. In addition, the plasmon-fiber coupling contributes to 2 orders of magnitude increase in the SHG intensity.
magnitude enhancement of the MPPL yield as well. It is interesting to see that the broad MPPL spectrum is regularly modulated by several whispering gallery modes located in the corresponding spectral window, which causes slight fringes while absent in the isolated gold nanorod situation. In both systems, the peaks of the MPPL spectra, which are located at around 520 nm, are dominated mainly by the band structure of gold. The entire profile of MPPL is determined by the gold nanoparticle and our experimental setup, for instance, the short-pass filter before our detector. According to the similar nonlinear emission profiles from both uncoupled and coupled systems, we believe that it is gold which acts as our efficient nonlinear source for frequency up-conversion. Also, it is worth noting that the 1000-fold enhancement of SHG scattering is a moderate value, because some uncoupled gold nanorods produced nearly undetectable SHG signals.

In order to study the wavelength-dependent SHG efficiency and characterize the second-harmonic resonances, we tune the center wavelength of our excitation laser over the linear and the second-harmonic resonances are marked in (a–d).

Figure 3. Measured and modeled linear and nonlinear responses. (a,c) Scattering spectra (red, measurement; blue, fit) from two gold rods coupled to similar microfibers with a diameter of about 1.8 μm, while (b,d) are their corresponding SHG efficiency as a function of excitation laser wavelength (red dots, measurement; blue curves, model). In (b,d), nonlinear emission spectra at several typical excitation wavelengths (λe) are shown in the insets (black and green curves). The FWHM linewidths Δλ of the linear and the second-harmonic resonances are marked in (a–d).

In order to analyze the relationship between the linear and nonlinear optical responses from these hybrid cavities, we employ a coupled anharmonic oscillator model in which the plasmon mode (P subscript) and the WGM (W subscript) are treated as two classical oscillators. The equations of motion considering a small perturbation as the origin of SHG read then

\[ \ddot{x}_P + 2\gamma x_P x_P + \omega_P^2 x_P - \kappa x_W + a_P x_P^3 = -\frac{e}{m}E(t) \]  

(1)

\[ \ddot{x}_W + 2\gamma x_W x_W + \omega_W^2 x_W - \kappa x_P + a_W x_W^3 = 0 \]  

(2)

where \( x \) denotes the displacement, \( \gamma_j \) represents the damping constant that is proportional to the linewidth of the mode, \( \omega_j \) corresponds to the resonance frequency of an unperturbed oscillator, \( \kappa \) is the coupling constant addressing energy interchange between these two modes, and \( a_j \) describes the SHG strength (\( j = P \) or \( W \)). \( e \) and \( m \) are the charge and the mass of the oscillator corresponding to the plasmon mode.
Solving the equations in the unperturbed situation by means of Fourier transform leads to scattering which is proportional to \( \frac{g_j}{1 - \kappa_j^2 \omega_0^2} \), where the linear response function \( g_j = \frac{1}{\omega_j^2 - \omega^2 - 2i\gamma_j\omega} \) (\( j = P \) or \( W \)). By fitting our measured scattering spectra of the hybrid systems with this expression, the constant parameters \( \gamma_j, \omega_j \), and \( \kappa \) can be extracted. The blue curves in Figure 3a,c depict the excellent fitting results, which reflects the good applicability of our model here. In particular, it is able to reproduce the asymmetrical profiles of the scattering spectra on the edge (see more results in Figure S2) which stem from Fano-like coupling between plasmon and WGMs.

On the basis of the ansatz \( x_\mu(t) = x^{(1)}_\mu(t) + a_\mu x^{(2)}_\mu(t) \), the second correction term oscillating at the SHG frequency is described by \( x^{(2)}_\mu(2\omega) \propto \text{FT} \{ [x^{(1)}_\mu(t)]^2 \} \) in frequency domain, where FT denotes Fourier transform. Here, we neglect the linear response function \( g_\mu \) at the SHG frequency because it is spectrally flat and small for our gold nanorods which show no resonance at the harmonic frequency. In addition, we assume that the nonlinear emission we observe experimentally mainly stems from the single gold nanorod, rather than from the microfiber. On the one hand, linear simulation enables the prediction of a much higher near-field in the vicinity of the gold nanorod than along the microfiber. On the other hand, gold is considered a highly nonlinear material in general, whereas fused silica possesses vanishing second-order susceptibilities owing to inversion symmetry. Even if the microscopic symmetry is broken, for instance, by placing the gold rod on the surface, the nonlinearity from fused silica should still be very weak. One indirect proof is that one observes highly efficient MPPL mainly related to the band structure of gold in all of our nonlinear emission spectra.

Indeed, this assumption works quite well, as one can see from the excellent agreement between the SHG measurement and the results predicted by our nonlinear oscillator model (denoted by blue curves).

Note that in our model we use an ultrashort optical pulse with FWHM of 100 fs in accordance with the experimental laser source. This way, the second-harmonic resonances show broader linewidths than the linear counterparts, because they involve convolution effects arising from the broader spectral width of the excitation laser. Therefore, the linewidths of our SHG resonances are limited by our laser source at this moment. Our model suggests that it is possible to achieve a nonlinear resonance as narrow as that in the linear regime as long as the excitation laser exhibits a narrower optical spectrum than the resonance itself (all considered at fundamental wavelength). The nonlinear oscillator model is also able to predict the much higher nonlinear conversion efficiency from the coupled cavity with higher Q factor in Figure 3a when compared to that with the lower Q factor in Figure 3c. Indeed, as shown by the insets of Figure 3b,d, the hybrid plasmon-fiber cavity with narrower linewidth and higher Q factor enables stronger nonlinear emission experimentally. It confirms once more the advantage of our coupling system which leads to less radiative losses.

When we compare the SHG peak and MPPL peak carefully in all the insets of Figure 3b,d, it is interesting to see that the intensity ratio between them is sensitive to the excitation wavelength. It implies that the two nonlinear optical processes might originate from different nonlinear orders. To fully determine the two nonlinear processes, we measure a series of nonlinear emission spectra as a function of excitation laser power from 330 to 600 mW for a typical coupled system. The incident laser is fixed at 828 nm which matches the resonance of the plasmon-fiber cavity. By assuming again incoherent interplay between SHG and MPPL, we are able to plot SHG peak intensity and MPPL integrated intensity (area of the MPPL envelope from 380 to 700 nm) in dependence of the excitation power. The results are plotted in Figure 4a on double logarithmic scale (red squares and open circles, respectively). The measurement results are then fitted by a linear function, where the fitted slope represents the nonlinear order. The red and black solid curves exhibit excellent fitting for SHG and MPPL, where the SHG process is confirmed by the slope of 2, while MPPL seems to involve cascaded absorption of higher photon numbers (slope of nearly 5). In order to gain more insight on the MPPL process, we evaluate...
the MPPL intensity at each emission wavelength as a function of the laser power so that a spectrally resolved analysis of the excitation power dependence can be achieved (see Figure 4b). Despite increasing fitting error on both edges (near 450 and 650 nm) due to the limitation of our setup, the nonlinear order shows a clear trend of monotonic decrease toward longer emission wavelength. The slope changes from roughly 6.1 to 4.5 from 450 to 650 nm, leading to an average nonlinear order of about 5. To demonstrate our reliable fitting, data points at four selected emission wavelengths are given in Figure 4c in detail (marked by A, B, C, and D), where excellent linear fitting is confirmed by solid curves. Similar phenomena of high-nonlinear-order MPPL sensitive to emission wavelength have recently been reported by Knittel et al.1,5 A hot electron bath out of equilibrium can be created when the material interacts with intense ultrashort pulses and hence the exponential tail of the Fermi–Dirac distribution generates the high-energy photoluminescence with an effectively higher nonlinear order.13,14 Additionally, it has been found that the MPPL order is sensitively dependent on the pump laser properties as well.16,66 Its spectral shape is related to the geometry and crystallinity of the gold nanoparticles.13,47,48 In our hybrid systems, the MPPL yield can be similarly high or even much stronger compared to SHG scattering, when the excitation laser hits the resonance perfectly (also see the insets of Figure 3b,d). Such an efficient MPPL emission with nonlinear order up to 6 is very rare in single gold nanoparticle systems reported so far.16,66 Hence, our results indicate that the nonlinear order is sensitively dependent on the pump laser properties as well.16,66 Its spectral shape is related to the geometry and crystallinity of the gold nanoparticles.13,47,48 In our hybrid systems, the MPPL yield can be similarly high or even much stronger compared to SHG scattering, when the excitation laser hits the resonance perfectly (also see the insets of Figure 3b,d). Such an efficient MPPL emission with nonlinear order up to 6 is very rare in single gold nanoparticle systems reported so far and might also benefit from the large nonlinearities of our hybrid cavities.

In conclusion, we have successfully realized ultranarrow second-harmonic resonances with linewidth down to 7 nm based on hybrid plasmon-fiber cavities. The efficient coupling between plasmon modes and WGMs reconfigures trapped light around the hybrid systems which leads to less radiative losses and therefore boosted optical near-fields in comparison to isolated gold nanorods. This way the second-harmonic conversion efficiency of our hybrid cavities can be typically 1000-fold larger than that of a gold nanorod on a silica substrate. Additionally, a coupled anharmonic oscillator model describes the wavelength-dependent second-harmonic efficiencies very well. Gaining from the high quality factor Q of the coupled system, efficient multiphoton photoluminescence processes with a nonlinear order up to 6 have been experimentally observed as well. Our work takes the advantages of both plasmonic near-field enhancement and light trapping capability of WGMs, which could allow for ultrasensitive nonlinear sensing, extremely efficient nonlinear frequency conversion, and broadband incoherent local light sources at the nanoscale.
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